This paper presents the design and the implementation of an On Line Arabic text Recognition system "OLAR" that is used for cursive handwritten recognition. In addition to Arabic characters, OLAR can recognize numerical characters, and special symbols. The direction and style of writing are used to compose the main components of the feature vector of the characters to be recognized. OLAR uses Euclidean distance approach and artificial neural networks for classification. The obtained results showed that OLAR can compete well with other handwriting recognition systems. The recognition rate ranges from 90% to 100%.
I. Introduction
Pen based computing technology is one of the most rapidly expanding areas of current research, attracting people from a wide variety of disciplines. The reason behind rapid development of that technology is its ability to deal with free.hand written text instead of the usual keyboard and mouse, binary scanned images of handwriting text. However, the new technology suffers from the high cost and the tangible recognition delay felt by the users. This technology is usually used to deal with signature and handwriting text recognition systems to achieve speeding up processes, reliability, minimum effort, minimum waste of time, and low cost [I] . Although there are some systems developed for on.line English handwritten recognition, this kind of systems has not been developed in a reliable manner for on.line Arabic handwritten recognition. For instance, Calligrapher system uses a fuzzy logic matching algorithm to match written characters, both cursive and a mixture of cursive and printed, with "prototypes" of letters. Also, Apple Newton Print Recognizer (ANPR) uses segmentation, classification by neural networks, and context driven search. As well, IBM's ThinkWrite system uses algorithms like ANPR. Finally, Graffiti System uses a character system in which all letters of the alphabet and all symbols are represented by one stroke [2] . Moreover, due to the fact that Arabic texts are written cursively from right to left, an efficient algorithm is required for separating Arabic words into characters. This type of algorithms faces many problems, due to the features of Arabic handwritten texts, which can be summarized as follows [3] : Arabic texts are written using a total of 28 characters. Arabic words may constitute one or more connected portions (sub words), for example the word constitutes one portion of three characters -.i-, and the word J.: , constitutes two portions, one character) and IS of two characters 3 and I, and the word C,u3 -4-c-constitutes three portions; one character C.,1 of three characters j , 1 and -, and tc of two characters and -co. Some characters are not connectable from the left side, for example the characters and Some characters have more than one shape depending on its position within a word, for example t and -co represent the same character. The first shape when the character is being at the end of a word, the second shape when the character is being connected from left and right sides and the third shape when the character is being at the beginning of the word. Some characters have one, two or three dots up or down to a main stroke, for example U • '•1' • C:•• and The style of writing differs from person to another. The character size may differ within the same text, even, within the same line or word. Line spacing is not fixed or regular within the same text. Word spacing is not fixed or regular within the same text. Sub word spacing is not fixed or regular within the same text. Some characters have loops, e.g., -4-that are not fixed or regular in size or shape within the same text.
In this work the minimum distance approach is used with an artificial neural network to implement an online Arabic handwritten text recognition. Section 2, presents the hardware and the software configurations of the proposed system. Analysis of the obtained results is introduced in section 3. Finally, the conclusion and the future work are introduced in section 4.
Proposed System
A handwriting kit is used for entering Arabic texts. This kit consists of a pressure sensitive pen. The writing pen is cordless, with no batteries and achieves up to 1024 pressure levels. The writing tablet is transparent overlay technology and achieves resolution 1000 dpi. The first step is to write with the pen to obtain the handwriting direction. The word boundaries have to be detected. The resulted spaces have to be classified either a separator between sub.words, or a segment between words. In turn, each character boundaries have to be detected to get its feature vector. Then, the character is classified to one of the basic characters. So, if there exists dot(s) or a segment around the character, it becomes one of the derived characters. Finally, the character is displayed, or saved into a documented file. These processes operate till the user closes the system or finishes writing.
Grouping of Arabic characters
To simplify the process of Arabic characters recognition, the Arabic character set is divided into two groups; basic character group, and derived character group Basic character group includes all characters that can not be derived from another character. They are 18 characters, taking into consideration that each character may have more than one shape giving 57 shapes, Table (1) . Derived character group includes all characters that can be derived from one of the basic characters . by adding dot(s) or a segment. They are 22 characters. Also, each character has different shapes giving 68 shapes, Table ( 2).
Functional Block Diagram
The functional block diagram of the system is depicted in Figure( 
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Acquisition Module
As soon as a person uses the pen for writing on the Tablet, the acquisition module gets the coordinates of the touched pixels. By these coordinates, the directions (TURNS) of each pixel are calculated, Table ( 
Detection of Word Boundaries Module
Arabic words are written connected along a virtual horizontal row. Some Arabic words may constitute one or more sub words. These sub words are separated by small spaces relative to those between independent words. In handwriting, these spaces, usually, are not regular. For example, in Figure ( 2), the horizontal spaces defined by wl, w2, and w3 are interword spaces, while those, defined by s I, s2 and s3 are sub word spaces. In order to differentiate interword spaces from that of sub-words, we measure all horizontal spaces (horizontal segments with no object pixels) along the mid row to determine a threshold value (d), such that, [4] : All spaces < d are considered as a sub-word space.
All spaces d are considered as a word space.
Figure (2) The horizontal spaces between words and sub. words
Detection of Character Boundaries Module
Finding the boundaries of characters is the most complex problem in this application. So, we should agree that sub-word means one stroke written by the pen. The following algorithm is considered to separate Arabic words into isolated characters. This algorithm is performed on basic characters; before applying dots module to the sub-word. The algorithm for separating Arabic sub-word into isolated characters is illustrated as follows: Set X1, Y1 to the coordinates of the starting pixel as soon handwriting on the tablet and the pen is down. While writing, the pen touches the Table and the As soon as the pen is moved up the tablet, the stroke (word, sub word, or letter) has been already written; the pen acts as a mouse up event.
Get the coordinate (Xf, Yf) of the pixel that is the most left in that stroke. When the pen continues writing (pen down) the starting pixel of the new stroke is then captured. If the distance between the starting point of the new stroke and (Xf, Yf) of the previous stroke is greater than WORDSPACE then the new stroke is considered to be related to a new word, otherwise it is considered to be a sub word in the previous word. 
Feature Extraction Module
As mentioned before, Arabic Basic characters are 28 characters, but due to the character Hamza (0) is considered as a separate character in writing, we adapted our work to deal with 29 characters. Due to the various shapes that a character may have, we considered 120 character shapes for Naskh writing. The following algorithm is introduced to extract the feature vector of each character (without dots). The algorithm for extracting a feature vector of each segmented character is illustrated as follows, (see Figure (4 
)).
For each segmented character, a set of features is extracted. The feature vector has to start with letter "D" which means a mouse down action. Whereas, it ends with letter "U" this means a mouse up action. The turns are put between the two letters "D" and "U". In Arabic language writing, a stroke may constitute more than one character. For example, the stroke of .14.3. consists of three characters; 1-<-4-
The connecon between two successive characters in a stroke is usually achieved along a horizon ti tal connecting segment "-". So, separation of characters of the same stroke is achieved at this horizontal segment which corresponds to TURN "8". 4. If the feature vector of the stroke constitutes two or more "8" turns, these turns are considered to be a connection segment between two successive characters. Then separation between these two characters is done at these turns by inserting the character `@' between these "8" turns to isolate the feature vectors of the two characters. Each stroke of Figure (5) has its feature vector. In the feature vector of the first stoke, the separator "s" is inserted if two or more successive "8" turns appear. Thus, the stroke is divided into two characters "-e", and "1-". The feature vector of the first stroke is (D 8 1 1 2 2 3 4 4 1 8 @ 8 7 6 6 U). Thus, the letter has the feature vector (8 1 I 2 2 3 4 4 1 8), and the letter 11 -' has the feature vectlor (8 7 6 6), which will be used to learn the ANN classifier. 
Dots Representation Module
In order to enhance the recognition performance, the characters are classified into three 'groups according to certain measures: . .0 . -1= .0. 6-Characters with two dots (e.g., ; . . a). 7-Characters with three dots (e.g. L)t . ). For each segmented character, a vector of three digits is generated to describe the existence, location and number of dots. For example, a character with no dots, the vector will be (0, 0, 0.), while the character (a character with one dot down), the vector will be (I, 0, I), the character 3 (a character with two dots up), the vector will be (1, 1, 2), the character a (a character with three dots up), the vector will be (1, 1, 3) . Then, each feature vector has 17 elements for Turns, and 3 elements for Dots. When writing a word or sub word having dots, it's a must to write the dots of the stroke that has been just written (e.g. if we write 'ail; , we have to write the two dots of the letter ' before starting writing the new stroke `..0 ) [2] . The stroke may consist of one letter. It's mentioned earlier, there is a separator @ between any two successive cursive letters in one stroke. The pixel that causes the turn 8 in the feature vector of the letter is considered as (Xf, Yf) [where (Xf, Yf) is the most left pixel in that character], also the most right pixel is calculated while writing, so if a dot or more up to three, has been written that 
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Paper RS-6 1154 range, and up or down the mid row, then we get the dot vector for that character. Let us see the next example, illustrated in Figure (6) . The first stroke 'IP will be classified to `y as default because tow successive turns of 8 are generated. So, we have got the boundaries of the first character (XS1, YS1) as a starting point and (Xfl, Yfl). When writing the first dot under the mid row within the range [XS I, Xfl], the feature vector is generated to be (1, 0,1) . Hence, the letter is produced. If the second dot is written within the same range [XS1, Xfl] under the mid row, then the letter `t,s' is produced instead of Also, the point (Xfl, Yfl) can be considered as the starting point of the second character in the same stroke `. As soon as the pen is up, the point of (Xf2, Yf2) is generated. So, when we write a dot within [XS2, Xf2] above the mid row, then the letter is generated instead of 'a `. Thus, the strategy is to recognize the written strokes as basic characters. Then, each basic character is changed or not due to putting dots or not.
Wa
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Figure (6) The word 4,4 is represented in two strokes
But there are 9 letters that have not been explored yet like: I , I 1, )I, and J. The letter Hamza `P' is a basic character. It can be easily classified in the word 'FL. ' . The first stroke is ended with point (Xel, Yel) as shown in Figure (7) . The second stroke starts with the point (XS2, YS2) and ends with poiriL(Xe2, Ye2). So, if the (Xel < Xe2) then the second stroke is far horizontally from the first one (i.e. in this case the letter `P' is to be a basic character).
Classification Module
Till now the classification stage has not yet been explained. Each word is separated into characters or even some sub-words that also, can be segmented to characters. Hence, each character has to be well classified to constitute a readable sentence. Firstly, ANN has been used as classifier.
Artificial Neural Network as a Classifier
Hence, we have to classify the 57 shapes that correspond to 14 basic characters, which called ones. Once the written character is recognized, it's easily to make sure of it uses dots representation module. The feature vector of a character constitutes 20 elements; 17 elements for the generated TURNs, and 3 for dots representation. The number of targets is 18 classes [for basic characters]. We have used a package called 'NeroSoft' [7] . Using MLP module to represent the 13ackprobagation algorithm. The system has the ability to add any new shapes of characters, symbols and digits. So, we have added 14 symbols and 10 digits, see Table (4) . 
Classification Algorithm
According to the geometric rule [5] of choosing the number of a hidden layer, it has been computed to be 8 nodes [6] .
We should divide the examples set into two parts. 4300 examples are to be used in learning stage. Also, 2150 examples are to be used in testing stage. Each person has written ten samples of each 42 characters. Finally, a table consisting of two columns has been formed; the first column includes the character and the second column includes the corresponding feature vector elements, see Table (5). After learning and testing, the ANN is now ready as a classification module. Some problems have appeared which will be explained next. where n is the number of character feature vectors in database. A trained and tested ANN I is used to classify between (k-i, , and i). Another trained and tested ANN2 is used to classify between (c... and r ). Also, a trained and tested ANN3 is used to classify between (L).4. , , and .L ). These 8 characters are the most misclassified ones after using ANN only. The result of using MDA is introduced. The average recognition rate of the previous eight characters is clearly increased, Table (6) . As a result, the recognition rates of the six characters tut , ,
, which are dependent on the previous eight characters, are obviously improved in turn.
Results of Recognition Experiment
Different persons have performed the experiment of recognition for all characters as follows:
The number of shapes of the whole Arabic characters is 42. The number of persons is 15. Each person has tested the system with 10 patterns for each shape. The number of tested patterns per person is 420. The number of tested patterns for all persons is 6300.
Using ANN Only
There are 28 classes with a recognition rate of range 89.100%. This range of is highly acceptable result. But there are 14 classes (Ly. , r , .1* , -0, t•-■ , L.).* , , ,and J) with a recognition rate of range 80.89%. This result can be highly improved.
Using a hybrid of MDA and ANN
The recognition rate of the 14 most confused classes has been improved up to 90.95.6%, see Table ( 6) . The first 28 classes still have its recognition rate range 89.100%. As a result, the recognition rate of the 6 dependent characters WI , ; , u , J) has been increased. 
Recognition rate of some ARABIC sentences
To test the proposed system for recognition of Arabic sentences, some Arabic sentences have been written and recognized. Samples of tested sentences are introduced along with the achieved results are shown in Table (7) .
Conclusion
This paper presents the design and implementation of a new online handwriting Arabic recognition "OLAR" system using neural network techniques and classical approaches. The tablet feeds the recognition engine by a sequence of touched pixels. A set of features derived from the direction of pen movement called Turns. The recognition engine operates in real time where the recognition algorithm is based on the use of Minimum Distance and Neural Network classifiers. The recognition rate of "OLAR" is acceptable in such type of applications. "OLAR" provides multiple recognition types and allows users to write naturally in cursive Arabic language. In addition, "OLAR" exports the resulted sentences into a Word Document.
